
Deep Brand 
Sentiment
Does your customer
love your brand?

Does your customer love your 
brand? Do you want your customers 
to love your brand even more?

“Every minute we send 204 million emails, generate 1.8 
million Facebook likes, send 278 thousand Tweets, and upload 
200 thousand photos to Facebook. Top companies monitor 
social media to measure "sentiment", analyzing 12 terabytes 
daily in Twitter alone.” – Bernard Marr, Author, 2015

Find out what customers really say 
about you

Understand how your brand is 
perceived

Simplify insight-to-action to better 
deliver on brand promise

Deep learning is at the core of 

all llooppTM products. Where you 

would otherwise need domain 

expertise, programming skills, 

and statistical knowledge to 

understand your huge volumes 

of data, llooppTM uses deep 

learning so it can automatically 

recognize patterns from data, 

extract many nuanced attributes, 

and create actionable insights 

for you. 

Amidst all the massive 
conversations happening 
in the digital space 
everyday, brands that 
stand out are those that 
customers love. 



lloopp's Deep Brand Sentiment delivers a deep understanding of 
customer sentiment about your brand. Understand how your brand 
is really perceived, and take deliberate actions to better deliver on 
your brand promise. 

How does the llooppTM Deep Brand Sentiment work? 

Schedule a free demo! 
Email us at: sales@lloopp.net 

How does the llooppTM 
Deep Brand Sentiment work?  

What are the bene�ts of using the 
llooppTM Deep Brand Sentiment?

Harness the voice of the customer for 
market insight

Identify gaps in the brand experience and 
drive market innovation

Gain competitive intelligence to di�erentiate 
your brand

Monitor brand health and equity regularly 
and on-demand

Set up the capabilities quickly – with minimal 
investment and at low risk 

Discover key topics customers talk about within your 
preferred data source 

Determine how customers think and feel about your 
brand

Track topics and sentiments through time 

Dig deep into your data, zooming out with overall 
views of topics and sentiments, and zooming into 
details you deem important

Never stop learning about your brand, as the lloopp 
Deep Brand Sentiment continuously digs deep into 
a customer’s live data, successively re�ning topics, 
sentiments, and insights 

See speci�c comments which 
contribute to building and 
validating concepts

Understand the strongest concepts 
that determine whether sentiments 
were +, -, or neutral

Determine whether sentiments 
were +, -, or neutral within topics

Identify and group key topics of 
conversation, bringing important
trends into focus
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